Hardware Rebels
1442 Aberdeen Street
Hawkesbury, ON, K6A 1K7
www.hardwarerebels.com
514.409.0484

JOB POSTING: JUNIOR INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
COMPANY INFORMATION
Hardware Rebels is a company that encompasses three strategic poles with the aim of offering to North-American
businesses working in the commercial and residential furniture markets to buy directly in China, with, in addition, local
support on market knowledge, specialized hardware product design expertise and offshore supply management.
Hardware Rebels offers expertise in product design that gives business partners support some level into their
component design process or complete ‘turnkey’ assistance if they do not benefit from in-house industrial design. This
expertise aims as much toward new standard component development for clients as to specific components for
government projects or for short-term window projects, but with volume.
JOB DESCRIPTION
Main responsibilities
The industrial designer assists in conception, design and image of all products manufactured for the company or in codevelopment. The industrial designer will be working directly with the CEO & COO on most projects.
Tasks description
- Designs, models and produces detailed plans of components in accordance with the design process of specialized
products aiming at the furniture market.
- Build parts library for the company, clients or projects depending on the case.
- Participates in the product creation process.
- Produces the drawings for fabrication, assembly, installation, presentation and/or certification.
- Respects quality-control processes in accordance with product design and engineering.
- Follow-up with vendors and resolves production-related issues.
- Prioritizes standardization of components in product development.
- Responsible of the packaging design and conceiving product instructions according to client requirements.
- Produces 3D models and renderings.
- Graphic design for presentations & website.
Skills
- Creative thinking.
- Innovation capacity.
- Verbal and written communications.
- Teamwork-oriented personality.
- Sense of work organization.
Qualifications required
- Undergraduate / College diploma in the Industrial Design or related field.
- French and English, spoken and written.
- Experience with metal components and asset
- Mastered Softwares: SolidWorks, Adobe Suite, MS Office.
Benefits
- Full time position (40hrs/week)
- Collective RRSP after 6 months
- Salary: Based on experience

Send CV & digital portfolio to:
Marie-Claude Desjardins
the_rbi_girl@yahoo.com

